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BIG IDEAS SYMPOSIUM

The Forum, Hughes Trigg Student Center
(Lower Level)
Monday, April 12, 2010

3:30 p.m.
(Followed by a Reception)

“On the Road Towards Greater Mental Health” ........................................... Saira Husain
Jasia Mahdi

“Penguins Preventing Pregnancy” .............................................................. Maillil Acosta
Laura Báez
Mayra Mendoza

“Boxed In” ...................................................................................................  Daniela Balderas
Erik Burgos-Soto
Leticia Tudon

“Building Bonds to Establish Financial Stability” ....................................... Jose Campos
Filip Lorinc

“Solar Energy on Campus” ................................................................. Huanlu Chen

“Health Literacy Dallas” ............................................................................ Matthew Gayer
M.C. Corey

“Redefining Intelligence: A New Look at Learning Differences”............. Elizabeth Johnston

“Art for Darfur”........................................................................................ Adriana Martinez

“Tale of One City” ................................................................................... Rebecca Quinn

“Go Green, Get Lean”................................................................................ Kyle Trobough

“The Long Term Sustainability of Education” ......................................... Caitlin Lester
Alexandria Davis